2003 ford explorer radiator

For more information go to CSF is a leading aftermarket manufacturer that specializes in
radiators, oil coolers and condenser We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Radiator part. Returns Policy. Recommended Use.
Product Fit. Shop Ford Explorer Radiator. Showing 1 - 14 of 14 results. Sort by:. Part Number: P
Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Inlet Outlet Size : 1. Part Number: CSF Universal
Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 14 of 14 results. Featured Brands. Thickness Core Size
Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. Core Size Manufacturer Replacement Radiator
Manufacturer P Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and
inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement
product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name
for replacement parts th Replacement Radiator. Sep 26, Bus Operator. Eventually, I am installed
on the truck, it performs excellently superb, and I will recommend this product to anyone that
needs a Radiator. Wisnor Dorvil. Purchased on Sep 11, Sep 09, Perfect fit for my wife truck.
Been pressing parts from this site for almost a year and every time i order it's always right love
this site good price for all parts. Phillip Johnson. Purchased on Aug 18, Apr 23, Fit as described.
Purchased on Apr 08, Show More. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement. How to Replace a Radiator in a Ford Explorer. Built on the same frame as Ford's
popular Ranger trucks, the Explorer line is a dependable and sturdy vehicle. If you discover a
cracked radiator in your Explorer, you can replace it yourself and prolong the life of your car.
Disconnect the negative battery terminal to prevent damage to any electrical parts. Open the
drain cock on the lower rear of the radiator, remove the radiator cap and drain the coolant into
an empty container. Remove the overflow tube from the radiator and the coolant recovery
bottle. Unbolt the shroud with a 10 mm socket wrench and position it over the fan, out of the
way. For a 5. For a 4. Use a Ford model specific disconnect tool to remove the transmission
coolant lines on an automatic transmission. You can use two crescent wrenches as a substitute
for the disconnect tool, just be careful not to twist the lines. Remove the four bolts holding the
radiator in place with a 10 mm socket wrench. Place a piece of cardboard on the side of the
radiator facing the engine as you remove it, to prevent damage to any engine components.
Crawl under your Explorer and take the cooling fan out for and newer models. Again, you need
some Ford specific disconnect tools to do this. Remove the fan bolts as well as the shroud,
followed by the 4 radiator push pins. Remove the radiator from the engine compartment. Models
made between and will let you lift the radiator out by itself. Install the new radiator in the engine
compartment. Once you have it resting in place, reattach all components in reverse order. Use a
flush treatment, then replace the coolant. Turn the car on and let the car idle, with the heater on
and the radiator cap removed, until it reaches normal operating temperature. Top off your
coolant as needed. This article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact
checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the
best information. To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us
page: link below. Items you will need New radiator Container for old coolant Set of socket
wrenches Ford disconnect tools or crescent wrenches Flush treatment Coolant. Writer Bio This
article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point
auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. This radiator
was a perfect fit. It is well made and came in a package that made me think somebody cared
how it got to me. Swapping out the old for the new was super easy, and the dimensions on all
orifices were correct. The radiator only came with clip nuts for extra parts. Probably would be
nice if it came with the bushings, but that is just preference. Thanks, Parts Geek, for a great
products once again. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Accessory Belt Idler
Pulley. Accessory Belt Tension Pulley. Accessory Belt Tensioner. Accessory Belt Tensioner
Assembly. Auxiliary Fan Assembly. Auxiliary Fan Control Unit. Bypass Hose. Coolant
Thermostat Housing Bolt. Coolant Thermostat Housing Cover. Coolant Thermostat Housing
O-Ring. Coolant Water Outlet Housing Kit. Cooling Hose. Cooling System Adapter. Cooling
System Flush Gun Kit. Cooling System Tester Adapter. Engine Coolant Pipe O-Ring. Engine
Coolant System Pressure Tester. Engine Coolant Thermostat Housing Assembly. Engine
Coolant Thermostat Shim. Engine Cooling Fan. Engine Water Pump with Fan Clutch. Expansion
Tank. Expansion Tank Cap. Fan Blade. Fan Clutch. Radiator Cap. Radiator Cap Adapter.
Radiator Cap Tester Adapter. Radiator Drain Petcock. Radiator Fan Assembly. Radiator Hose.
Radiator Hose Set. Radiator Mount. Radiator and Hose Kit. Thermostat Assembly. Thermostat
Gasket. Thermostat Housing. Thermostat Housing Gasket. Thermostat Housing O-Ring.
Thermostat Housing Seal. Thermostat O-Ring. Water Distribution Pipe. Water Outlet Gasket.
Water Outlet O-Ring. Water Pipe O-Ring. Water Pump. Water Pump Gasket. Water Pump O-Ring.

Water Pump Pulley. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Diesel
Injection. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools
and Hardware. Action Crash. DIY Solutions. Koyo Cooling. OSC Automotive. Shop By Vehicle.
Action Crash Radiator; Premium. Click to Enlarge. Product List Price:. Quality: Premium - High
quality new replacement part. DIY Solutions Radiator. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping.
API Radiator. TYC Radiator. APDI Radiator. Features: Increased thermal performance, enhanced
design features, and design commonization for maximum availability with the minimum amount
of parts. Meets or exceeds the manufacturer's specifications that are ready to install. GPD
Radiator. Features: Direct fit replacement Durability tested on every new design Radiators are
an important part of the engine's cooling system. The main function of the radiator is to extract
and dissipate heat from the engine. Radiators help cool the engine for optimal performance.
Denso Radiator. Metrix Radiator. Metrix W Radiator. Product Remark: Plastic Tank. Features: OE
Quality - Higher quality and reliable performance compared to competitive products Exact fit No additional time consuming steps needed for installation OE Engineered - Lightweight and
improved engine cooling performance Aluminum Core - Advanced design for optimum heat
transfer Oil Cooler - Integrated OE design for efficient thermal management. Shipping Options:
Ground Shipping. Nissens Radiator - Center. OSC Automotive Radiator. Features: Hassle free
installation O. Drop in fit, form and function. All necessary fittings or hardware are included in
each unit for an easy install. The radiator core is tested prior to assembly and then once the
assembly is complete the unit is tes Enhancements added to solve original design failures and
to improve the life of high mileage vehicles: adding more fins per inch, thicker cores and even
larger transmission coolers to overcome the added heat associated with these vehicles. Show
More Show Less. CSF Radiator. Tech Note O. Koyorad Radiator. Valeo Radiator. Koyo Cooling
Radiator. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Image is not vehicle specific. UAC
Radiator. Spectra Premium CU September 14th, Posted by Mike. Metrix W July 22nd, Posted by
C. APDI Catalog: D. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Engine Ford Explorer. Catalog: P. Catalog: B. Catalog:
H. Vehicle Ford Explorer. Catalog: A. Vehicle Engine Transmission Ford Explorer. Catalog: N.
JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your
browser to utilize the functionality of this website. A failed radiator can land a vehicle directly
into the shop. Oil Catch Cans. Performance Air Intakes. Reservoir, Overflow, and Expansion
Tanks. Fan Shrouds. Racing Thermostats. Silicone Hoses. Performance Exhaust Systems.
Silicone Couplers. Hose Clamps. Heat Protection. Transmission Coolers. Replacement
Radiators. Chassis Components. Coming Soon. Ford Powerstroke Performance Parts. Dodge
Cummins Performance Parts. Jeep Performance Parts. Ford F Performance Parts. Gas Truck
Performance Parts. Borne Off-Road. Diesel Boot Kits with Duracore. Classic Radiators. Classic
Silicone Radiator Hoses. Classic Racing Thermostats. Classic Cooling Packages. Shop Classic
Make Model. Race Radiators. Race Intercoolers. Race Silicone Couplers. Race Intercooler
Cores. Race Universal Piping. Race Oil Catch Cans. Race Transmission Coolers. Race Hose
Clamps. Race Heat Protection. Race Coming Soon. Synthetic Coolant. Radiator Additive. Fuel
Relief. Decals and Stickers. Gift and Promotional. X-Braced Dirt Bike Radiators. ATV Offroad
Radiators. Get Sponsored! Direct fit Ideal replacement for an aged, clogged, or leaking stock
radiator Functions with all stock engine bay equipment Brazed core. Shop all Replacement
Radiators. Ideal replacements A failed radiator can land a vehicle directly into the shop. Direct
fit Mishimoto replacement radiators are application-specific for direct-fit installation. Shop By.
Shopping Options Price. Please Select Year. Please Select Make. Functions with stock
equipment These direct-fit replacement radiators drop into place and work perfectly with all
stock parts. Lifetime Warranty All Mishimoto products carry a lifetime warranty, including
accident protection. Click to Mishimoto Lifetime Warranty. Forgot your password? Please enter
your email address below. You will receive a link to reset your password. Email Address. Back
to Login Submit. Push the limits with Mishimoto Push the limits with Mishimoto. Would you like
to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to
main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it

a second life. Our radiators are sourced from the most trusted aftermarket brands in the
industry, so you can rest assured that all Ford Explorer radiators in our catalog were
engineered with quality in mind. Check out our products below and order today! For more
information go to This is vital in the overall performance of your car and that is why regular
maintenance must be observed. Radiators are susceptible to various damage including rust,
coolant blockage, damaged caps and water pumps, and leaky hoses. In order to avoid such
damage to your radiators, it's best to observe the following maintenance tips:. Each part of the
radiator is important and even the smallest damage to any of it may lead to further problems.
This is why worn and damaged parts should be replaced immediately. Always look out for
broken or brittle hoses and worn belts. Be sure to replace the hose with the correct part number
for your Ford Explorer. It is extremely important that you provide sufficient amount of coolant or
antifreeze to your car's radiator to prevent overheating. Regular changing of coolant is also
effective in preventing corrosion of the radiator and engine. Check the level of your coolant on a
monthly basis by looking into the overflow tank. Thorough cleaning of your car's radiator is
necessary to remove build-up of rust and sediment, which can potentially cause blockage or
corrosion. Sludgy or brown appearance of the coolant basically means that it needs to be
drained and replaced. You can do this by taking out the plug located in the engine block.
Turning off the engine and letting it cool down sufficiently is a must before doing any work on
the radiator. Keep in mind that it is extremely dangerous to work with a hot engine. Conducting
a pressure test will help you identify if there are any external or internal leaks in your radiator as
well as verify its capacity to hold a certain amount of pressure. This is performed through the
use of a cooling system analyzer. Attach the radiator cap to the tester with an adaptor and pump
up the pressure. Monitor the pressure reading. A drop in the value indicates that there is a leak.
Ford Explorer radiators are built to provide cooling for this SUV's powerful and solid engine. A
reliable radiator is one the most important parts of a car to keep it running in tiptop condition.
However, it is bound to deteriorate and malfunction after some time because of a number of
factors including excessive heating, pressure, and corrosion. To keep the ride as cool as the car
itself, here are some tips on diagnosing and troubleshooting the most common problems of
Ford Explorer radiators:. Whether due to old age or lack of maintenance, blockage and
corrosion are one of the main causes of radiator damage. Rust will eventually take over your
radiator and render it useless by clogging it up and rotting holes into the system. Blockage and
corrosion are most commonly brought about by failing to the change coolant regularly and
could be fixed by routine flushing. Leaking radiators are pretty common and usually indicates
an underlying problem in your radiator such as epoxy and solder failure or faulty hoses.
Diagnosing the cause of the leakage is important to prevent further damage. Check for puddles
of anti-freeze under your car and inspect the radiator hoses and pressure caps. Depending on
the source of the leakage, you may apply temporary fixes like cold weld epoxy or have your car
checked and repaired immediately by a professional. Insufficient water and coolant is one of the
main causes of overheating and this may result to further damages to the radiator. One way to
know if your radiator is in danger of overheating is by checking if the temperature gage is
approaching the hot range. In this case, pull up and pop up the hood to let the radiator cool
down. You may afterwards open the cap and refill the radiator with coolant or water. There are a
number of other problems that you may encounter with radiators such as malfunctioning
thermostats, damaged water pumps, and faulty ignition wires. If you notice that your car's
heating or cooling system is acting unusually, inspect all the radiator parts to see if there is any
damage that you should address immediately and if the problem still persists, have it checked
by the mechanic. If taken to a mechanic, a radiator replacement could cost about USD. Although
it is much advisable to immediately go for a permanent fix, sometimes a car's radiator may leak
in the middle of nowhere. When in this particular situation, the best thing to do is to cover up
the leak temporarily to reach the nearest possible repair shop. An easy way is to pour a
rack-sized black pepper into the radiator. It will flow down into the hole and harden like a rock
for plugging. As an alternative, pepper, paprika, cornmeal, and mustard powder may also be
used. However, if the leak is located on one of the hoses, a duct tape can provide a temporary
fix. But, keep in mind that these are just temporary fixes and replacing or repairing the leaking
Ford Explorer radiator would be much better. In terms of cooling performance, there is no
significant difference between down flow and cross flow radiators. However, cross flow types
are considered more advantageous when it comes to combating plugging due to dirt build up.
The down flow types feature a horizontal top tank and a bottom tank. The positioning makes it
easier for the dirt and scale to build up. You see, this would soon plug the tubes and wreck the
radiator. On the other hand, cross flow types feature a vertical tank on each side, which makes
dirt accumulate at the bottom of the tank. So, these restrict only the bottom tubes unlike the
down flow types that cause plugging on the top. In general, cross flow types are more durable

in the long run. Luckily most modern Ford Explorers employ cross flow radiator designs. We've
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Customer Reviews. Replacement Radiator, Standard Duty Cooling. Jun 20, The part I ordered
was everything carparts. Next time I need a part and need it now I will be ordering it from
carparts. Terry Bradford. Purc
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hased on May 27, Jul 30, Amazing experience! This business is class and integrity. Darrell
Longwell. Purchased on Apr 12, Replacement Radiator. Jul 03, Had to replace after two years.
This lasted exactly two years, which is less than I expected. I purchased the item in November ,
and I had to replace it November Purchased on Feb 17, Show More. Ford Explorer Radiator
Guides. What are quick and easy ways to temporarily plug a sudden Ford Explorer radiator
leak? What is the difference between down flow and cross flow radiator designs? In order to
avoid such damage to your radiators, it's best to observe the following maintenance tips:
Replace worn and damaged parts. Don't scrimp on the coolant. Regular draining and flushing.
Conduct a pressure test. Frequently Asked Questions. How much does a Ford Explorer radiator
replacement cost? Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

